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PLENARIES & WORKSHOP
_____________________________________________________

PLENARY SPEAKERS
Parallelingualism: What can Nordic Language Policy Learn from its Past?
Professor Andrew Linn, School of English, University of Sheffield
The past decade has been a busy one in terms of language planning across the Nordic countries. All the
countries have carried out official reviews of their language situation and these have led to government level
reports and in some cases new language legislation. The main motivating factor for all this language planning
activity has been anxiety about the role and status of English. In order to try to protect the national vernaculars
from the perceived threat from English, a policy of 'parallelingualism' or 'parallel language use' has been
widely promulgated. We begin by reviewing the language planning measures of recent years before
describing and discussing the specific policy of parallelingualism. We go on to show the mismatch between
policy rhetoric in this regard and effective implementation before concluding that parallelingualism has been
in practice a failed policy in those domains (higher education and business) where it has been most strongly
advocated.
This is not the first time that government has stepped in to try to plan the relative status of two language
varieties and we look back into the history of Norwegian language planning to see what lessons could be have
been learned. We also chart how English changed from being the second language of choice to being the
villain of language planning. We finish by proposing that effective language planning for the twenty-first
century needs to abandon the traditional view of languages as discrete entities.

The real-time processing of ambiguous pronouns in the L1 and the L2
Professor Leah Roberts, Centre for Research in Language Learning and Use, Department of Education,
University of York
Language users are constantly occupied with reference resolution during real-time—or on-line—
comprehension, as new information must be integrated into the current discourse model constructed so far,
and linking referring elements (e.g., pronouns) to their antecedents in the preceding discourse is a critical task
(Lambrecht 1994). Given the ubiquitous yet rather complex nature of reference resolution, it is unsurprising
that the topic has been a focus of much linguistic and psycholinguist research (see Ellert, 2010 for an overview).
However, in contrast to the large amount of work on on-line pronoun resolution in adult speakers, there is
relatively little research on how adult L2 and child L1 learners interpret pronouns during real-time
comprehension.
In this talk, I will report the results of a series of visual-world eye-tracking experiments undertaken with
German adult native speakers, Finnish L2 learners of German, and 6-year old German children, investigating
the effects of grammatical role (nominative, accusative, dative), and the information status of potential
referents manipulated via word order variations (canonical versus non-canonical) on the the resolution
preferences in German discourse for the subject pronoun er and the demonstrative der ('he'). I will discuss the
extent of the impact of the Finnish learners’ first language on their acquisition and processing of these German
pronouns, and the extent to which the adult and child learners are able to process such referential expressions
like adult native speakers, relating the findings to what we currently know about the developmental sentence
processing (see Snedeker, 2013 for an overview of child sentence processing, and Roberts, 2013 for adult L2
research). I argue that developmental sentence processing is an important research topic, because both adult
and child learners must process, or parse, the input with limited/developing knowledge, and this somehow
drives acquisition. Before we can begin to understand how parsing to learn (c.f., Fodor, 1998) may work, we
need to start to build up a detailed picture of how learners process input on-line, and comparing L1 child to
L2 adult processing mechanisms can tell us something interesting about the differences and similarities
between L1 and L2 acquisition.
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Nijmegen, Nijmegen.
Fodor, J. (1998). Parsing to learn. Journal of Psycholinguistic Research, 27, 285-389.
Lambrecht, K. (1994). Information Structure and Sentence Form: Topic, Focus, and the Mental Representations of Discourse
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PRAAT WORKSHOP

Praat: from basic usage to basic scripting
Dr Luca Rognoni, Appen.com
Praat is a free and powerful speech analysis tool. Phoneticians use it for a variety of tasks, ranging from
recording and manipulating speech to performing acoustic analysis and creating high-quality pictures for
articles and theses.
In Praat most of the functions can be accessed from menus included in the main user interface. However, the
full potentialities of the program can be unlocked by encoding instructions in scripts, which can be defined as
ordered sets of textual instructions to automatically perform one or more tasks.
While the user interface is relatively straightforward to pick up, scripting requires some knowledge of its
specific syntax, which makes it more problematic for the average users, especially when they are missing
background experience in computer programming.
The main goal of this tutorial, based on the answers of a survey sent to the participants of PARLAY 2015 at
the moment of their registration, are:




to consolidate the participants’ knowledge of Praat usage;
to give them key coordinates so they can create their own basic Praat scripts;
to enable them to run, adapt and debug pre-existing complex scripts.

A fair amount of the tutorial will include practical exercises and activities to be performed on the lab
computers. The participants will be invited to work in small groups and to interact with their questions and
practical examples with Dr Rognoni.
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TALKS
_____________________________________________________

The Acquisition of the Arabic Dative Alternation by Native Speakers of English
Anwar Aljadani, University of York
This study reports an investigation of first-language (L1) influence on the acquisition of second-language (L2)
argument structure realization in a situation where the L2 realization pattern forms a superset of its L1
counterpart and vice versa. In English, all verbs in the Give class, Tell class and Throw class occur in both the
Prepositional Dative (PD) construction (e.g. tell a story to the boy) and the Double Object Dative (DOD)
construction (e.g. tell the boy a story). However, only some verbs in the Give class and Tell class allow the DOD
in Standard Arabic (SA). English learners of Arabic may face difficulty to unlearn that certain DOD
constructions are not possible in the L2. SA also allows Scrambling Dative (SD) constructions, in contrast to
English. In this case, this partial fit between L1 and L2 may trigger L1 transfer, and the availability of positive
evidence may allow the learner to arrive at the L2 grammar (White 1991).
In my study I examine two issues: (1) the extent to which English learners can learn that the equivalent of Ellis
threw Peter the pen is ungrammatical in Arabic; and (2) to what extent these learners are able to perceive that
the SD constructions such as the equivalents of Adam gave the book Jay and Adam gave to Jay the book are
grammatical in Arabic. In this study, 20 pre-intermediate and 20 upper-intermediate English learners of Arabic
were recruited to participate in a picture-matching task. The results generally reveal that English learners
accepted the SD constructions that do not exist in their L1, through positive evidence. However, they failed to
reject the DOD constructions that are not allowed in the L2, possibly due to the lack of negative evidence.
References:
White, L. (1991). Argument structure in second language acquisition. French Language Studies, 1, 189–207.

Metapragmatically engaging with gender norms in Japanese language textbooks
Pontus Andersson, University of Helsinki
In this paper I make an overview of some materials used in the teaching of Japanese with regard to how these
reflect assumptions concerning paradigms of normative gendered language use. These assumptions are
dependent on representations from everyday language only as interpreted through the preconceptions of the
teaching paradigm. These assumptions are present in teaching and textbooks, and are internalised as expected
behaviour by students when using the target language, in this case Japanese. This paper aims to explore how
women and men are given different tools to engage with linguistic gender norms in the context of Japanese
language textbooks, and how the textbooks to varying degrees provide learners and teachers with
opportunities to for these linguistic gender norms to be re-enacted, re-appropriated, resisted and otherwise
managed in contexts of use. I use different perspectives on linguistic and social knowledge as a method of
problematising these issues, mainly focusing on the presentation of material in the books both in terms of
explicit explanations and what is left out, i.e. 'absent presences'.. This concerns both the use of specific lexical
and grammatical categories – such as sentence pronouns, sentence final particles and specific grammatical
constructions – and metapragmatic strategies ideologically connected to the idealised and reified speech
patterns of women and men. It is also tied to notions of gender-related expectations on politeness.

References
Brown, P. and Levinson, S. C. (1987). Politeness: Some universals in language usage. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
Butler, J. (1999) [1990]). Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity. New York: Routledge.
Coseriu, E. (1985). Linguistic Competence: What Is It Really?. The Modern Language Review, Vol. 80, No. 4. (Oct., 1985),
pp. xxv-xxxv.
Goffman, E. (1959). Presentation of Self in Everyday Life. New York: Routledge.
Hearn, J. and McKie, L. (2008). Gendered policy and policy on gender: The case of ‘domestic
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violence’. Policy & Politics, 36, 1, 75-91.
Prewitt-Freilino, Caswell & Laakso (2012). The Gendering of Language: A Comparison of Gender Equality in Countries with
Gendered, Natural Gender, and Genderless Languages. Sex Roles (2012), 66:268–281.
Okamoto, S. (1997). Social context, linguistic ideology, and indexical expressions in Japanese. Journal of Pragmatics 28 (1997),
795-817.
Okamoto, S. & Shibamoto Smith, J. S. (2008). Constructing linguistic femininity in contemporary Japan: scholarly and popular
representations. Gender and Language, vol 2.1 (2008), 87–112.
Sakata, M. (1991). The acquisition of Japanese ‘gender’ particles. Language & Communication. Vol. II, no. 3, pp. 117-125
Siegal, M. and Okamoto, S.. (2003). Toward Reconceptualizing the Teaching and Learning of Gendered Speech Styles in Japanese
as a Foreign Language. Japanese Language and Literature, Vol. 37, No. 1, Special Issue: Sociocultural Issues in Teaching
Japanese: Critical Approaches (Apr., 2003), pp. 49-66
Sunderland, J. (2000). New understandings of gender and language classroom research: texts, teacher talk and student talk.
Language Teaching Research 4,2 (2000); pp. 149–173

‘Ela’ + (re) + name: defending ones position
Balantani Angeliki, University of Essex
This study examines responses to informings in naturally-occurring Greek interaction. Despite the growing
literature on the examination of practices that are being used by English speakers to respond to an informing,
little work has been done to study their use in the context of Greek conversations. By informing we mean any
utterance that conveys information; for example, “I bought a new house with my husband” is a simple
example of an informing. Work on English has suggested that informings can be challenged (Drew, 2003),
receipted with surprise (Wilkinson & Kitzinger, 2006) or merely be accepted. The present analysis addresses
the use of the practice ‘ela’ + (re) + name in managing those particular actions aiming to provide insights into
the practices Greek speakers use in asserting authority over co-participants.
The method employed to conduct the research for this study is conversation analysis, “…the study of recorded,
naturally occurring talk-in-interaction” (Hutchby & Wooffitt, 1998: 14). The data selected and utilized for the
specific study consists of audio- and video-recordings of naturally occurring talk among friends and family
members from diverse age groups and socioeconomic backgrounds of 17 and a half hours in total.
Preliminary results indicate that, ‘ela’ in conjunction with the use of a name, and in some cases also preceded
by the Greek particle ‘re’, is often used as a practice in the environment of disagreements, which are triggered
by an initial assertion or observation. ‘Ela’ + (re) + name appears as a response to a battle of epistemic authority
over a matter and is closing implicative.
References
Drew, P. (2003) Precision and exaggeration in interaction. American Sociological Review, 68(6), 917 938.
Hutchby, I. & Wooffitt, R. (1998) Conversation Analysis. Cambridge: Polity Press.
Wilkinson, S., & Kitzinger, C. (2006) Surprise as an interactional achievement: Reaction tokens in conversation. Social
Psychology Quarterly, 69(2), 150-182.

Towards a ‘Pedagogically Honest’ Education: English Language Education as Preparation for the
Unpredictable
Khawla Badwan, University of Leeds
The contemporary globalised, and super-diverse world has imposed new configurations that have
destabilised and challenged traditional conceptualisations of foreign language education. Whereas the
unprecedented flow of people, capital, ideas, and goods is currently celebrated under the fashionable world
‘globalisation’ (Block and Cameron 2002), this growing mobility and sociocultural heterogeneity has crucial
implications on (de)valuing and (re)valuing the linguistic and cultural capital of the English language learners
who decide to embark on an academic sojourn journey to an English-speaking country.
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This presentation reports on an empirical study of the sociolinguistic trajectories of eight Arab academic
sojourners in the UK Higher Education. Qualitative, in-depth interviews, over a period of eight months, were
conducted to investigate the impact of mobility and globalisation on language learners’ conceptualisations of
themselves, their English, and their previous English language education. Following Blommaert (2010, 2014,
2015), this study problematises the monolithic conceptualisations of English, embraced and reinforced by
English language educators in many parts of the world, in an endeavour to develop a better understanding of
the complexity of the sociolinguistics of globalisation and the impact of this understanding on English
language education. The importance of this inquiry springs from the rising tension between what language
educators teach and what learners need in increasingly unpredictable linguistic situations (Kramsch 2014).
Research findings suggest that the unprecedented movement in the globalised world offers controversial
spaces where language learners are subject to experiences of shifts in their language value, thereby affecting
their perceptions of their human capital and the value of their previous language education. This presentation
features the sociolinguistic challenges of academic sojourners and the role their previous language education
played in preparing them for the complex and unpredictable linguistic scenes beyond their geographical
borders. This study carries important implications for handling the chasm between teaching and using
English.

An investigation on the production of the Italian long liquids [ll], [rr] and [ʎ] and the
short liquids [l] and [r] in multilingual L1 Japanese speakers
Ilaria Compagnoni, SOAS, University of London
The Japanese system is characterised by the presence of one single liquid sound, mostly commonly
represented by [ɾ]. While extensive research has been conducted in the acquisition and production of the
English /l/ and /r/ contrast by L1 Japanese speakers, little attention has been given to the study of the
production of Italian long liquid sounds [ll], [rr] and [ʎ] by Japanese speakers learning Italian as L4 or even
L5. In my research I will argue that, despite the absence of a contrast between liquids, the performance of L1
Japanese speakers at producing the long segments [ll], [rr] and [ʎ] will be higher than the performance in
producing the short segments [r] and [l] since [+long] is a prominent feature in the Japanese grammar. Feature
Theory and a comparison between the phonological systems will be used to support my hypothesis, as both
the Italian and the Japanese phonological systems are characterised by combinations of two identical
homorganic consonants, a phenomenon defined as ‘gemination’. Evidence in support of my theory is drawn
from tests carried out on 20 multilingual L1 Japanese speakers who had never studied Italian at the time of
the experiments. Participants completed a perception task, listening to 20 words (3 containing [rr], 4 with [ll],
3 with [ʎ], 5 with [l] and 4 containing [r]) and choosing their answers from an exercise sheet. Then, participants
listened to 20 words in Italian (4 with [rr], 5 with [ll], 5 with [ʎ], 2 with [l] and 4 containing [r]) and repeated
each word they heard. They were recorded throughout the production tests by using a Roland Edirol R09
digital recorder. Finally, a group of L1 Italian speakers listened to the recordings and judged how close the
realisations of /ʎ/, /ll/, /rr/, /r/ and /l/ were to ‘native-like’ utterances by completing a questionnaire ranking the
performance of the participants on a Likert scale.

References
Akamatsu, T., 1997. Japanese phonetics: theory and practice, LINCOM studies in Asian linguistics. LINCOM Europa, München [i.e.]
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IFOTT/University of Amsterdam. The Hague: Holland Academic Graphics.
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perceptual learning on speech production. In Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 101 (4).
Brown, C., 2000. The Interrelation between Speech Perception and Speech production from Infant to Adult. In: John Archibald (ed.)
Second Language Acquisition and Linguistics Theory, Oxford Blackwell
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Quantity Implicature and expectations of explicitness
Giulio Dulcinati, Nausicaa Pouscoulous, Richard Breheny, University College London

Implicatures are implications that are not entailed by what is explicitly said and have a different status in
discourse. Compare (1a,b) from (Russell, 2012):
(1) a. #Great news! / Drat! Not all the students passed.
b. Great news! / # Drat! Some of the students passed
The second utterances in each of (1a,b) convey the same information, but differ in what is explicit and what is
left implicit.
Generally, why something is left implicit by the speaker is determined by a number of factors. In this paper,
we present a study demonstrating that expectations of explicitness are a factor in implicature derivation.
Participants heard a discourses which may give rise to a non-lexicalized quantity implicature as in (2) and
were subsequently asked about whether they think Sue did A, and whether she did B.
(2) A: Sue was planning to do A and B
B: She did B. / She did not do B.
Each participant saw the same test trials, but was assigned to one of three conditions with diverging filler trials
containing discourses which: (a) were fully explicit about both activities (She did A and she did B), (b) gave
information about both activities in a single clause (She did both), (c) were also mono-clausal but gave
information explicitly about one activity and through a non-quantity inference about the other (A: She said
that if she did A she would do B. B: She did A.).
Results show that rates of implicature are significantly higher in both mono-clausal conditions than the fully
explicit condition (a), supporting our hypothesis that the derivation of quantity implicatures is affected by
expectations of explicitness. We discuss our findings in relation to the theory of quantity implicatures
proposed by Fox and Katzir (2011).

References
Russell, B. (2011). Topics in the computation of scalar implicatures (Doctoral dissertation, PhD dissertation,
Brown University).
Fox, D., & Katzir, R. (2011). On the characterization of alternatives. Natural Language Semantics, 19(1), 87107.
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Strong Islands as Absolute Barriers to Movement: Evidence from Reconstruction
Ezekiel Panitz, University College London
Under what is arguably the standard view of strong islands, strong islands constitute absolute barriers to
movement: whenever movement takes place across a strong island, ungrammaticality ensues. This view of
strong islandhood contrasts with an alternative view, under which movement can indeed take place across
strong islands, albeit only under specific conditions (e.g., when the moved expression leaves behind a
resumptive pronoun; see Boeckx, 2003). In this presentation, I will present novel data from Hebrew and from
Brazilian Portuguese, drawn from an online survey, which support the conclusion that the standard view of
strong islandhood is correct: strong islands impose an absolute barrier on movement.
The results of the survey indicate quite unequivocally that there is a class of Hebrew and Portuguese speakers
who accept reconstruction down wh-resumption-chains. Under the assumption that reconstruction diagnoses
movement, the availability of reconstruction indicates that, for these speakers, wh-resumption-chains can be
generated under movement. Importantly, however, these speakers only accept reconstruction in sentences
which do not contain a strong island, indicating that the insertion of a strong island blocks the application of
movement. This result is precisely what is expected under the standard view of strong islands: when there is
not an island present, the wh-chain can be generated under movement, but when an island is present, the whchain can no longer be generated under movement. By contrast, under the alternative view of strong
islandhood, the resumptive pronoun at the base of the wh-chain should sanction island-crossing movement,
which should, in turn, sanction island-crossing reconstruction. The unavailability of island-crossing
reconstruction thus counter-exemplifies a basic prediction of the alternative view, while lending empirical
support to the standard view. The present study thus offers new empirical evidence, in the form of
reconstruction-data, in support of the conclusion that strong islands impose an absolute barrier on movement.

References:
Boeckx, C. (2003). Islands and chains: Resumption as stranding. Philadelphia: John Benjamins.

Individual Differences and the Intake of Novel Words in L2 Written Input
Veronica Garcia Castro, University of York
The study focuses on the incidental intake of novel words in L2 written input, and its aim is to analyse the
effects of the individual differences of socioeconomic background, working memory, ability to learn
languages, and language background in the learning outcomes of receptive and productive knowledge. It
takes into account knowledge of association, grammatical functions, and orthographic forms of seven pseudowords. The participants were seventeen students from the University of Costa Rica. They completed five pretests for individual differences before the main exposure task, which consisted of reading six newspaper
articles that contained the seven pseudo-words. After reading the texts, participants undertook six post-tests
to determine their receptive and productive knowledge of the words’ aspects mentioned above. Preliminary
results show that, in general terms, participants scored higher in all the receptive tasks than the productive
ones. For the individual differences, when it comes to socioeconomic background, participants who have a
low income do not show high scores on productive knowledge (36%), but they do on receptive (83,5%).
Participants with a middle income achieved 86, 6% of receptive knowledge and 52, 2% of productive, and
those with a high income scored on average 85% of receptive knowledge and 35, 6% of productive. Thus,
participants with the lowest income tend to have lower performances, but participants with a middle and a
high income perform to a similar extent. Their language background shows that participants who have learned
English only in public institutions have lower scores in receptive knowledge (69, 3%) than those who have
studied in private institutions (77.5%), and those who have studied in both private and public institutions
have the best results on both receptive( 90%) and productive knowledge (57,7%). Their working memory and
attitude towards reading in the target language was also analysed.
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Social Class Identities and Second Language Education
Adrienne Gerrard, University of Stirling
Research suggests that social class plays a significant role within the field of English language education, yet
this is an area that remains relatively unexplored (Block, 2012, 2014). Social class status can have considerable
impact on second-language learners, with the potential to create significant advantage or disadvantages
(Vandrick, 2014). While generally perceived from an economical position, social class as a “fluid and
multidimensional construct can also be considered as a cultural process that embodies habits of consumption,
identity and attributes such as accent, behaviour and dress” (Kelly, 2012). Bourdieu wrote extensively about
social class (1979, 1986, 1989), however, rather than use a static construct of class, sets it in ‘social space’ as a
whole, which he maps in terms of analytic concepts of ‘habitus’ and ‘field’, defined as relative holdings of
economic, social, and cultural capital. Bourdieu uses ‘theory of practice’ to explain individual trajectories and
changes in society (Grenfell, 2004).
In China, the social-class system continues to evolve and is yet to be conceptualised. However, developments
in China’s economics and market reform have led to considerable socio-economic diversity. English
proficiency is now viewed as a significant pathway to the international market and globalisation, a valued
commodity, and a form of linguistic capital, which can be easily converted to other ‘cultural’ and ‘economic
capitals’ both within China and on the world’s economic stage (Pan, 2011). Within this diversity, English
language education has become a site for the reproduction of social-class differences. Thus, there is a need, for
educators to understand the consequences of social class differences played out in English language education.
This project situates itself within these concerns.
Previous studies have been largely quantitative with a focus on the link between socioeconomic factors and
English achievement in China. The proposed study differs in its ethnographic approach and use of Bourdieu’s
theories to explore individual trajectories, make sense of ‘social space’, differing conditions of existence and
dispositions of Chinese international postgraduate students in Scotland, and the role of social class in English
language education.

The non-evidential meaning of the Tena Kichwa ‘direct evidential’
Karolina Grzech, SOAS, University of London

Quechuan languages are known to have a three-way evidential distinction between direct, indirect and
reported source of information (cf. Willett 1988; Aikhenvald 2004). The enclitic =mi has been analysed as
marking direct evidence and certainty (Weber 1986; Floyd 1997), or the ‘best possible ground’: the most direct
possible source of information, determined by whether the information is ‘personal’ or ‘encyclopaedic’ (Faller
2002). However, neither of the previous analyses is adequate for describing the meaning of the ‘direct
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evidential’ =mi in Tena Kichwa (TK) (QI, Quechuan, Ecuador). In TK, =mi can occur on propositions for which
the speaker has direct (1), conjectural (2) or reportative (3) evidence:
(1) el_18092014_01 03
tamya -w =mi
rain -PROG =mi
It is raining [uttered while observing the rain].

(2) el_18092014_01 51
[Cesar] minga -ma =mi ri -shka
[Cesar] collective.work -DAT=mi go -ANT
[Cesar] went to the ‘minga’ [uttered on arriving at Cesar’s home. He is not there, and it’s the day of
the ‘minga’ ]

(3) el_25092014_01 113
rima -wa -n Saida ungu -shka =mi siri -k ni -sha say -1OBJ -3 Saida fall.ill -ANT =mi stay-AG.NMLZ
say -IPFV I’ve been told Saida is ill.
Previous research accounts for the occurrence of =mi in (1). However, analyses proposed to date do not account
for (2) and (3). Drawing from examples of elicited and naturalistic discourse, I suggest that that the TK data
can be explained if =mi is analysed as indicating the speaker’s epistemic authority (cf. Hargreaves 2005; Bruil
2014). I explain the semantic shift from ‘evidential’ to ‘epistemic authority’ meaning of =mi in terms of
increased subjectification (Mushin 2001: 9-10). Finally, I show how this analysis is relevant to recent research
into the relationship between evidentiality and inter-personal distribution of knowledge (cf. Bergqvist 2015).
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Japanese Mimetics as Prenominal Modifiers
Miyuki Kamiya, University of York
Japanese mimetics directly imitate sound in nature (e.g. wanwan ‘woof-woof’, gatagata ‘clattering’) or more
abstractly describe a manner or state of a referent (e.g. pikapika ‘shiny’). They can also refer to perceptual
experiences (e.g. tikutiku ‘stinging’). Hamano (1986) and Kageyama (2007) showed that Japanese mimetics
function as predicates and/or prenominal modifiers, in combination with the verb suru/sita ‘do/did’, or other
grammatical markers such the copula (no or na), or the ‘adverbial’ marker to.
Here, I present two classes of mimetics which contrast with regard to these different grammatical means of
support:
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1.

(1) “trousers, which are rumpled”
1. kutakuta sita zubon ‘rumpled ... trousers’
2. kutakuta no/na zubon
3. *kutakuta to sita zubon

2.

(2) “a room, which is humid”
1. zimezime sita heya ‘humid ... room’
2. *zimezime no/na heya
3. zimezime to sita heya

In combination with sita, mimetics kutakuta in (1a) and zimezime in (2a) both refer to the state of the referent:
the trousers are rumpled, and a room is humid, respectively. no is a copular form and usually appears with
nouns, while na is a copular form and usually appears with nominal adjectives, which is a (unusual) subclass
of adjectives in Japanese. Previous research appears to show a preference of no over na as the supporting
morpheme. The data in (1b), however, demonstrate that this is not always the case. kutakuta can appear with
both no and na, implying that kutakuta might be a noun or an adjective. In contrast, zimezime cannot appear
with no or na (2b), denying the possibility that zimezime might be either a noun or an adjective. It can appear
instead with to sita (2c). This means that zimezime might be an adverb, as it appears with the adverbial marker
to, unlike kutakuta (1c). These observations, then, raise the question of why both are compatible with sita. In
this talk, I will present further data in which these two types of mimetic behave differently. I will identify
which specific properties result in their different syntactic behavior, and demonstrate what supporting forms
such as sita do.
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Correlations between actual and perceived sexual orientation, phonetic characteristics and
speaker and listener sociodemographic characteristics
Andy Law, University of York

This study explores actual and perceived phonetic markers of sexual orientation in men, as well as the impact
of style (Labov 1966, 1972), speaker and listener exposure to LGBT people and listener identity including
linguistic and cultural background. Speech data comprises an individually-read passage and a short
conversation from two pairs of gay and two pairs of straight men from northern English backgrounds
controlled for physique, region, age, race and class. Pairs were existing acquaintances.
A perception experiment will be run using this speech data as stimuli. Listeners will hear 30-second audio
clips of low-pass filtered conversation for each speaker in isolation, then unfiltered passage recordings, then
unfiltered conversation (again in isolation) with six judgemental questions after each clip. Following this, all
unfiltered stimuli for one gay and one straight speaker will be presented at a time, with listeners asked to
decide who is gay.
Phonetic analysis will make observations on pitch (Gaudio 1994; Levon 2010), /s/ duration (Linville 1998), /s/
frequency (Linville 1998; Mack and Munson 2012; Munson et al. 2006) and falsetto (Podesva 2007). This will
be conducted using global and local measurements in Praat – including single spectral measures (Stuart-Smith,
Timmins and Wrench 2003) and spectral moments (Forrest et al. 1988) – and auditory analysis for falsetto
(Podesva 2007).
Statistical analysis of the results will be conducted in R using a mixed-effects model. Expected results are:
conversation produces more pronounced variation; phonetic variation by sexual orientation, but with some
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overlap; variation by speaker exposure, interacting with actual sexual orientation; phonetic and perceptual
variation directly correlate; conversation produces more accurate perceptions; actual and perceived sexual
orientation correlate, but with some overlap; greater speaker exposure increases chance of being perceived as
gay; greater listener exposure produces more accurate perceptions; LGBT and/or UK-based L1 Englishspeaking listeners have more accurate perceptions.
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Rhythmic Syntax: Neural Oscillations, Linguistic Interpretation and the Prospects for an AlgorithmicImplementational Settlement
Elliot Murphy, University College London

This paper advances a new model of neurolinguistics by exploring the elementary operations of the language
faculty (labeling, concatenation, phasal transfer) alongside neural dynamics. It uses computationalrepresentational theories as a guide in investigating the neurobiological foundations of the human
computational system, suggesting new directions for how the dynome operates and executes linguistic
operations. The extent to which brain rhythms are the suitable neuronal processes which can capture the
computational properties of the human language faculty is considered against a backdrop of existing
cartographic research into the localisation of linguistic interpretation. Particular focus is put on labeling, the
operation elsewhere argued to be species-specific. Existing computational models are discussed and recent
neurobiological research is explored. A Basic Label model of the cognome-dynome is drawn up, and the
implications for the wider neural and life sciences are outlined.

Apologies in Saudi Academic Emails
Nisrin Hariri, University of Leicester
This paper considers the new directions for the pragmatic analysis of apologies by testing existing frameworks
from interpersonal communication for rapport management (Spencer-Oatey, 2002) against a new dataset that
comes from a computer mediated form of communication, namely emails gathered from educational
exchanges between students and staff in a Saudi Arabian higher education context. The collected data consists
of 140 emails, of which 19 included an apology. The apologies in the email were coded against Olshtain and
Cohen (1983) framework of apology. In order to explore their rapport potential, the participants were also
interviewed. The key research questions which drive this study are:
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How does apologizing vary according to the gender and role of the email sender?
How is rapport potential of apologizing perceived by the participants in this study?

The analysis showed that, although apologizing in a Saudi context bears some similarity with apologizing in
other English contexts, there are some differences in the use, choice and form of apologies, and that but there
are apologizing phenomena in the data that have thus far not been accounted for. Likewise, while in earlier
research an apology might either function as a face-saving act for maintaining the hearer's face (Edmondson
et al., 1984: 121) or a face-threatening act FTA for damaging the apologizer's face (Blum-Kulka & Olshtain,
1984: 206), in the current study, the only evidence that apologizing was perceived as a FTA was restricted to
acknowledge responsibility, which in the data, tended to be avoided entirely. In most occasions in the data,
an apology was considered to be a face-saving act.

The functions of multiple languages during family mealtime conversations: A sociolinguistic study
Fatma Said, University of York
This paper is based on a sociolinguistic exploratory case study that examined the language use of a
multilingual Arabic-English speaking family and interrogated the social and conversational functions their
languages take on during the everyday repetitive mundane activity of multiparty family mealtimes. The
chosen family consisted of four members, the mother and father, and their two boys (aged 6 and 9) who in
addition to speaking Arabic and English are learning French and Spanish at school. The data was collected
through video recording and lasted eight months with one recorded mealtime per month. The multiparty
mealtime conversational data was transcribed in accordance to LIDES (Macwhinney, 1995) and analysed from
an applied Conversation Analysis perspective (Hutchby & Woofitt, 1998; Li Wei, 2007; Schegloff, 2007; Sidnell,
2011). The linguistically (and non-linguistically) rich data suggests that for this multilingual family their
languages serve a number of roles and functions across the mealtime. Language plays the role of socialising
both children and parents (Ochs & Schieffelin, 1984; Fogle, 2012). It serves as a site or tool through which
identities (Omoniyi & White, 2006; Rampton, 1995) and emotions (Wierzbicka, 1999; Wilce, 2005; Dewaele &
Pavlenko, 2002) are manifested by the speaker to his/her fellow interlocutors. In particular, the data suggests
that parents use their languages to socialise the children, to reinforce their authority as parents, and to also
create a connection and solidarity with them. Whereas, the children seem to use language to learn, resist and
even transform the socialisation lessons their parents endeavour to teach them, to resist their parents’
authority, and to also create a connection with them. Language is at the centre of the social lives of this family
and mealtimes as an event offers a distinctive occasion for creative and especially agentive use of languages
and a chance for speakers (consciously or not) to uniquely mix linguistic components from both Arabic and
English during conversation. Lastly, the data confirms that the family is an important sociolinguistic
environment for the use of multiple languages and a vital support system for the maintenance of a minority
language (Lanza, 2007; Okita, 2001; Luykx, 2003).
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Stakeholders’ attitudes towards English Medium of Instruction for academic subjects in the
Japanese higher education context
Samantha Seiter, University of Oxford
Universities around the globe are increasingly implementing English Medium of Instruction (EMI) language
policies to teach degree programmes (at both Undergraduate and Graduate level) such as Science,
Engineering, and Economics and Management. Ostensibly this is to attract international students, to raise the
university’s global profile, and to increase the employability of their graduates. Research on whether such
policies are perceived as effective by key stakeholders is sparse. This study therefore aims to fill this gap by
examining these stakeholders’ attitudes towards EMI.
This mixed-methods inquiry will focus on stakeholders in 13 Japanese universities that were participating in
the ‘Global 30 (G30) Project’. Concluded in 2014 and replaced with the ‘Top Global University Project’, this
project was launched in 2009 to attract 300,000 international students to Japan by 2020. These universities offer
a portion of their degree programmes in English. The main prospective original contribution of this study will
be the development of an EMI attitude scale in the Japanese context, named the Japanese English Medium of
Instruction Attitude Scale (JEMIAS). This will be done in three phases: exploratory interviews will be
conducted in order to elicit aspects of focus with regards to attitudes towards EMI. Emerging themes will be
categorised to draft items for the pilot questionnaire. This questionnaire will be piloted, and exploratory factor
analysis will be conducted to select items to form the final version of a valid, reliable attitude scale.
This study will reveal to what degree stakeholders consider EMI enhances teaching and learning. This
knowledge is essential in designing support measures for the stakeholders involved in the implementation of
EMI, both in terms of English language support as well as pedagogy. The findings will therefore provide
insight for higher education (HE) policy makers, administrators, heads of departments, academic staff,
students, and parents.

Wordless Language as Musical Sound Chang Seok Choi
Chang Seok Choi, University of York
Can a wordless language transform into a musical sound? If so, how? and is this musical sound based on a
wordless language able to express a metaphysical concept such as musica mundana? The aim of this research
is not only to experiment with a wordless language in a musical context if it can be a musical sound or not,
but also to find an answer to the question about if this approach can have a possibility to illustrate a musical
language high above this world. This oral presentation consists of three sections, including backgrounds and
questions, the realisation process of this idea into a musical composition, and finally the outcome of this
approach.
In Initium (Start) for Mezzo-Soprano, Tenor, Bass Clarinet and Electroacoustics with Video (2011), I experimented
with vowels and consonants with the aid of phonetics, i.e. IPA according to Peter Ladefoged’s A Course in
Phonetics, breaking down a word into syllables. Thorough the process of the disintegration and (re)integration
of vowels and consonants, e.g. monophthong, fricatives, nasals and stops, the rendering of a wordless
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language unveils mysterious sound effects in a musical context, somewhat and somehow suggesting the
probability of illustrating a philosophical concept such as musica mundana, an ancient Greek philosophical
concept introduced by Boethius in the early sixth century.
As a result, the limited combination of vowels and consonants in a musical context has a possibility of creating
musical phenomena as well as that of mirroring metaphysical meanings of musica mundana.

The Intelligibility of Thai English Pronunciation to Native and Non-Native Speakers of English
Jirada Suntornsawet, University of York
The global spread of English leads to several controversies, especially in the issue of intelligibility in English
as an international language. This study aims to explore the level of Thai accentedness in English
pronunciation that is considered intelligible for English native and non-native speakers and pronunciation
features of Thai English pronunciation that cause intelligibility failure. In this research, Thai English
spontaneous speech of six Thai English speakers with different level of Thai accents (low, moderate, and strong
as judged by a panel of phonetic experts) are recorded for 10 minutes. The listeners or raters are three groups
of English users; namely ten native speakers, ten non-native speakers, and ten non-native speakers with Thai
L1. They were asked to complete a transcription task. The level of their understanding of the recordings is
measured by the accuracy of transcription, while the error transcription is phonetically analyzed to see the
main phonological features of Thai English that cause intelligibility failure. These features hence cannot be
neglected and must be the focused features in teaching English for communicative purposes. The results of
the study reveal that in general, Thai English pronunciation does not have a significant negative effect on the
level of intelligibility for international users of English, and the main features that are frequently found to be
problems for intelligibility are the pronunciation of voiced as voiceless consonants, lack of final consonant
release, and an unstressed speech pattern.

Accent, context and the perception of threatening speech acts
James Tompkinson, University of York
There have been surprisingly few attempts made by researchers to examine the linguistic properties of
threatening speech acts, with existing work largely focusing on what constitutes a threat, alongside
grammatical and pragmatic properties of written threats. Yet spoken threats are a unique, in that they form a
language crime alone but can be coupled with other crimes, including kidnap, blackmail and extortion. By
comparison, there has been a large amount of work examining how listeners respond to speakers with
different accents (Coupland and Bishop, 2007; Giles, 1970; Labov, 1972). This paper presents research
examining the relationship between evaluative accent judgements, threatening speech acts and the context in
which a threat was made.
The design for this study is based on the methodology used by Dixon, Mahoney and Cocks (2002; 2004). Accent
guises were created for Received Pronunciation, London Cockney and Belfast English, each recording three
contrasting threatening phone calls. The content of each call was the threat of a law suit, the threat of physical
violence and a bomb threat against the listener. A series of neutrally worded threats were also recorded. The
recordings were played to listeners, who provided evaluative accent judgements on a seven-point Likert scale,
rating, among other qualities, how threatening they perceived the voice to be. Both the contextual threats and
neutrally worded threats were played in each of the three accents.
Preliminary results indicate a link between the type of threat, the accent heard and the perceived level of threat,
suggesting that people draw on language and criminality stereotypes when assessing threats. Contextual
threats are also expected to be rated more threatening than indirect threats, and standard accents evaluated as
being less threatening than non-standard accents. These are considered important findings given the current
way in which spoken threats are assessed in courtrooms.
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Prosodic Inconsistency in Central Kurdish
Twana Hamid, University of Newcastle
This paper argues for the inconsistency of rhythm and prosodic morphology to syllable weight in Central
Kurdish (CK). CK has the stress system of syllabic iamb (stress is final and insensitive to syllable weight), but it
also displays characteristics more typically associated with a quantity-sensitive language. Stress is at the right
edge of prosodic word alternating from right to left regardless of the weight of the syllable. Besides, there is
no constraint on the fixed stress position by syllable types and no phonological processes such as reduction or
deletion is observed to correlate with unstressed syllables (1). In contrast, certain processes of prosodic
morphology are sensitive to syllable weight. These processes include contrastive vowel length (2a,b),
compensatory lengthening (2c,d) and minimal word (2e,f).
1.

open syllables
a. ba.ˈʤe
b. sɨ.ˈpi
c. pa.ˈla
d. pɑ.ˈɾa
e. sa.ˈmɑ
f. ʧa.ˈqo
g. ʔu.ˈtu

Gloss
appropriate
white
quick
money
dance
knife
iron

closed syllables
ba.ˈɫen
ʃi.ˈɾin
ʃaɾ.ˈbat
χɑ.ˈwan
ʃa.ˈqɑm
sa.ˈɾok
ʃɑ.ˈʒɨn

Gloss
promise
sweet
juice
owner
street
president
queen

2.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

nɑ.χoʃ ‘unpleasant’
dɑ. nɑ ‘wise’
maʕ.nɑ ‘meaninng
rah.baɾ ‘leader’
si: ‘lung’
kɑ ‘hay’

vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs

na.χoʃ ‘ill’
dɑ.na ‘item’
mɑ.nɑ
rɑ.baɾ
ba ‘with’
ka ‘that’

The standard treatments of syllable weight assume that weight criteria (what syllables count as heavy or light)
may vary from language to language; but that all phonological processes within a given language will employ
a uniform weight criterion (Hyman 1985; Hayes 1989; McCarthy and Prince 1996). CK syllable weight,
however, divides rhythm and prosodic morphology into two different realms. Apart from Tohono O’odham
(cf. Fitzgerald 2012), this neat division is not otherwise attested. The split between rhythm and prosodic
morphology offers the insight that quantity is a process-specific rather than a language-specific phenomenon.

Improving logic and coherence in written discourse by EFL/ESL Chinese speakers - An
intervention programme
Abby Wang, University of York
The discrepancy between various cultures and their corresponding rhetoric leads international students
studying in British HE communities to be less capable of demonstrating and maturing their true academic
ability to some extent. Conversely, tutors may feel frustrated by students’ evident lack of originality and
logicality in essays and theses. This research focuses on the construction of logic and coherence in academic
writing produced by Chinese Mandarin speaking students, in an attempt to exert a practical teaching approach
to the targeted population.
Three existing discourse analysis methods are employed to establish a comprehensive analysis tool. TSA
(Topical structure analysis) is used to examine semantic coherence in the light of the whole discourse at the
first stage, based on the theme-rheme and new-given information logic identified by previous researchers (e.g.,
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Lautamatti, 1978). The second stage aims to investigate coherent relationships within paragraphs, particularly
the consistency between topic and second sentences (Reid, 1996). The last stage focuses on the sentential level,
identifying the application and placement of logical connectors within and beyond sentences (Halliday &
Hasan, 2014). C-test, vocabulary size and online Stroop test are also used to examine participants in vocabulary
size, grammatical knowledge and cognitive ability. An intervention teaching programme has been engaged in
based on the findings, targeting the identified weak areas with the aim of improving their writing quality.
All discourse analysis tools have been employed on the compositions produced by participants before and
after intervention. Both qualitative and quantitative methods (SPSS) are used to analyse the data collected. The
researcher intends to introduce a new insight into discourse analysis and its practical meaning in teaching and
learning.
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The Event Structure of Le: An Exo-skeletal Approach
Chen Wang, Queen Mary University
Unlike English, Mandarin Chinese does not have a grammaticalized tense system, but only a full-fledged
system of aspectual markers, which includes five members: perfective markers you (有), le (了) and guo (过) as
well as imperfective markers zai (在) and zhe (着) (Huang et al 2009). Among these fives markers, le, due to its
wide distribution and irregular behavior, has attracted more attention than others.
In this paper, I discuss some irregular behaviours of le and argue that le with its core function as a telicity
marker is also responsible for perfective marking in some circumstances. This provides account for the
phenomena that atelic structures cannot have perfective episodic meaning in Chinese, which is unexpected
within the precedent ideas. A structure from exo-skeletal approach is then proposed to capture this behaviour
of le, in which the availability of telic and perfective readings can just be derived from the range assignment
to a series of open values at functional heads. This leads to a natural result that intransitives with le in
Mandarin Chinese all have an unaccusative structure, which is necessary for the projection of quantity of
aspect in intransitives.
A potential threat to all previous assumptions of verbal le, which results in an independent category of le3, is
also discussed. And I will show there is no such a separate category as le3. The le in such cases is just in the
word-final version, and its different behaviour of marking irrealis situations should be attributed to the
presence of a focus projection, which blocks the covert raising of le from inner aspect to outer aspect, thus
preventing it from assigning perfective range to the functional head while saving it from double marking.

Perceptions of threat in African American Vernacular English and Standard American
English
Katherine Weinberg, University of York
The American public has recently been made more aware of racial tensions between Anglo and African
Americans due to high profile cases which involve the deaths of African American men. Not only does the
physical appearance of an African American man trigger the biases of those around him, but his voice may do
much the same (as suggested in Baugh, 2003). This research will examine these questions in regards to the
phonology of Standard American English (SAE) and African American Vernacular English (AAVE), as well
as the dialect.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS:
● What are markers of Anglo and African American ethnicity in phonology, lexicon, and grammar?
● Do listeners perceive voices with certain ethnic markers as more threatening than others?
METHODOLOGY
Recordings . A male Anglo American and male African American speaker will be asked to make recordings of
four to five utterances. The Anglo American will speak SAE throughout, and will be the control sample. The
African American speaker will be asked to record three different types of recordings: one in SAE, another in
SAE with AAVE pronunciation, and a third in the AAVE dialect. The pitch for these recordings will be
modified slightly to prevent listeners from deducing that these recordings are only made using the voices of
two people. Data collection . Participation will be completed online. Participants will be told that the survey
relates to ‘street smarts,’ and that they will be asked to imagine different situations and make judgments on
their likely reactions to them. Participants will be given a sliding scale to rate personality aspects of the speaker,
such as friendliness, trustworthiness, and aggression. There will also be a series of filler questions that does
not concentrate on the ethnicity of the speaker, or their level of possible threat.
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Accent Discrimination in the U.S. and U.K: Regional Perceptions of Rhoticity as a Marker of
Acceptability
Grace Wood, University of York
This paper looks at perceptual dialectology in regards to accent discrimination in the United States and the
United Kingdom. Studying attitudes regarding rhoticity, or the lack of it, research has generally shown that
U.S. speakers mark non-rhotic U.S. dialects as non-standard and often as less attractive. Equally U.K. speakers
often mark rhotic U.K. dialects as non-standard and less attractive. This study will look at whether those
judgments remain the same if participants are unaware of where the accent originates. Results may help show
if the stereotype and/or stigma are truly attached to the accent or the area it derives from. This study will
specifically compare U.K. and U.S. results to see if U.K. participants will judge rhotic U.S. dialects less harshly
and U.S. participants will judge non-rhotic U.K. dialects less harshly. In order to gain these judgments and
data, an online survey will be generated. Each question will involve listening to a token of a single word in
various U.S. and U.K. dialects. Participants will then be asked to mark it on aspects such as friendliness,
attractiveness, education level, etc. There will be three parts to this survey: in the first part the dialect will be
unspecified for each token. In the second the dialect will be specified with a map included to show where it is
spoken. In the final part the tokens’ dialects will be purposely mislabelled. This researcher expects the results
to show that if participants cannot place where the dialect is from, their judgments will not be as strong as
they otherwise might have been.
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The persuasiveness of UK accents in enhancing parental self-efficacy towards children's oral
health
Zoe Katherine Adams, Queen Mary, University of London
This is an exploratory investigation of how language attitude research can improve children’s oral health,
building on a clinical trial involving families from Scotland, London and Kent. It uses storybooks which
contain behaviour change techniques to improve parental attitudes to their perceived ability to deliver
effective tooth brushing (parental self-efficacy); the most significant variable predicting dental caries in 3- 4
year old children (Pine et al., 2004). The books are being drafted into eight animated cartoons, necessitating an
examination of the persuasive effects of different British accents. Using 75 parents from each trial area,
participants will first answer a questionnaire measuring characteristics which can influence accent
persuasiveness, such as their exposure to British accents, degree of dogmatism and current mood. Second,
laboratory experiments will examine the effects of six British accents on implicit attitude change, using an
audio priming procedure, and on explicit attitude change via a questionnaire. Finally, laboratory results will
be tested in the field by applying the most persuasive accent for two trial groups (Scotland and Kent) to the
animated cartoons. 150 parents in each area will watch one cartoon a week with their children for two months.
To measure changes in their children’s oral health behaviours, parents will complete a self-report
questionnaire before and after the fieldwork. From a linguistic perspective, the focus on persuasion increases
our awareness of an area that has been overlooked in language attitude research. The study also contributes
to our understanding of Social Cognition, specifically correlations between both attitude and behaviour, and
implicit and explicit attitudes. Regarding methodology, it improves our knowledge of the relationship
between laboratory experiments and fieldwork by conducting research in both environments. Lastly, this
project bridges a gap between Sociolinguistics and Public Health by exploring the role of accent in increasing
parental efficacy concerning children’s oral health behaviours.

Kachro’s Circles of English Revisited: Influence of English as a Lingua Franca (ELF) and its
Pedagogical Implications for English Language Teaching
Sami B Al-Hasnawi, University of Southampton
It has become undeniable issue that the non-native speakers of English outnumber its natives. This expresses
the recent growing use of English as an International Language (EIL) and how it is globally used to serve
different purposes. With this in mind, new questions have become apparent to address and re-address. Among
others, reasons of the global use(s) of English, the intricate relationships within or between communities of
speakers in the world, the socio/psycho-linguistic complexities of the global English, and pedagogies and
practices of English as an international language. Dealing with such questions puts Kachro’s (1992) ‘threecircle model of World Englishes’ under investigation to scrutinise its relevance to the reality of the English
language as a lingua franca of communication in different fields of life and how this in particular affects the
way of its teaching. The present paper is thus dedicated to revisiting Kachro’s model of the spread of English
to see to what extent it stands against the ‘new reality’ of the English language represented in its diversified
uses among non-native speakers all over the world; ELF, and the pedagogical implications of this reality.
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Repeated Attempts to Address the Same Trouble Source in Second Language Online Video
Chat
Haia Alzaidi, University of Newcastle

Throughout the last four decades, conversation analytical studies have generated a vast amount of research
into the practice of other-initiation of repair, and as Kitzinger (2013:252) states they shown that “otherinitiation of repair is very effective at resolving troubles of speaking, hearing and understanding; and
intersubjective understanding is overwhelmingly achieved after a single repair sequence”. This study has
found this to be the case in the online video chat setting. In spite of the issues of audibility within this setting
(often in the form of occasional buzzing, hissing and ‘distortion’ (Rintel, 2013) from the technology), as well
as difficulties for the speakers of English as an additional language who are interacting in this setting (many
of whom do not share the same first language), most troubles are resolved in one single sequence. However,
in this study, there are also cases that have been documented where a recipient of the trouble source turn treats
the response to the first and second initiations as insufficient for resolving the issues in understanding.
Consequently, they other initiate repair repeatedly (in some cases, up to four times) in order to locate the
repairable item. These repeated attempts are known as “multiples” (Schegloff et al, 1977: 369) and represent a
small area of study in Conversation Analysis (CA) literature. It is therefore this particular practice of ‘multiple
other- initiated repair’ (MOIR) that this study seeks to examine, through a micro-analytical examination on
the setting of an online, multi-party interactant, video-based interactive platform known as ‘Google Plus
Hangouts’. As the study utilises the internet to access this medium, the participants for this research have
come from diverse backgrounds across the globe, in order to engage with one of the Google Plus communities
for the purpose of learning and practicing English speaking skills. Data approximately 10 hours of audio and
video online chat were collected from a number of Google Plus Hangout sessions. To effectively scrutinise and
uncover (MOIR) within this research, the recordings of the online video-based interactions were meticulously
transcribed and analyzed using the methodological approach of CA.

The 'invisible languages of Europe’ and the role of the European Charter For Regional or
Minority Languages
Beñat Garaio Mendizabal, SOAS, University of London
Bearing in mind that currently less than 1,5% (May in Cravens 2014:209) of the world’s languages are
recognized officially by nation-states, a considerable number of the unrecognized languages are pursuing, visà-vis the majority language group in which they are inserted, an official recognition of some kind. The
recognition of a language, albeit by no means is synonym to revitalization, is one of the most basic steps in
order to stop or alleviate language shift (Grenoble and Whaley, 2005:34). Perhaps, the most notable top-down
attempt to enhance linguistic diversity is the European Charter For Regional or Minority Languages, a legal
binding document developed by the Council of Europe (Woehrling, 2005). This charter, entered into force in
1 March 1998, contains provisions and undertakings for the signatory states. In spite of all the innumerable
virtues it has been assigned (ibid. and De Varennes, 2002:18), namely an innovative, diversity-friendly and
conflict-avoiding approach to language policy, the ECRML hardly influences in any enthusiastic policy
regarding regional or minority languages. Moreover, the conflictive nature of language policies (Mac Giolla
Chriost,2003) and the difficulties to define languages vis-à-vis dialects (Cravens, 2014:209) has created a
situation in which an overwhelming majority of European languages are missing in the Charter. Hence, the
same hierarchies who lead to language shift will create ‘First class’ and ‘Second class’ minority languages
(Cravens, 2014:205). This paper aims to understand the reasons behind this inequality, provides a framework
to define 'invisible languages of Europe' and proposes a theory to analyse the place of languages in nationstate societies and conventions like the ECRML.
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Mental illness, police scepticism, and scrounging: The conflation of mental illness and deviancy
within online police discourse
Rhiannon Lane, University of Cardiff
Police attitudes towards those with mental illness have been identified as unsatisfactory (Independent
Commission on Mental Health and Policing, 2013); examining how police talk constructs particular versions
of mental illness, is arguably important for understanding how negative police orientations are justified and
maintained (Potter & Wetherell, 1987). This MSc study applied elements of discursive psychology (Potter &
Wetherell, 1987) to material from the internet discussion forum ‘ukpoliceonline.co.uk’, in order to identify
dominant police representations of the mentally ill. This environment providing naturalistic group interaction
and heated debate, which was ideal for examining the reproduction of differences between social groups
(Augoustinos & Every, 2007).
This poster illustrates the analysis of a particular forum thread, which debated an increasing tendency for
individuals to falsely claim mental illness in order to claim welfare support. Subtle category work conflated
mental illness with those committing welfare fraud; potential accusations of discrimination against the
mentally ill were mitigated through the construction of a clear contrast between ‘scroungers’ and the
‘genuinely’ mentally ill. However, an exclusive and almost impossible category incumbency (Potter, 2008) for
‘genuine’ mental illness, relegating most potential members to the 'scroungers' category.
This discursive study illustrates how prejudice towards vulnerable groups is maintained through conflation
with other groups, towards whom discrimination is less taboo. Common stereotypes associating mental illness
with unemployment and deviancy (e.g. Olstead, 2002; Wahl, 1995), may have particular relevance for groups
such as the police, who deal professionally with social deviance. It also illustrates how the lines between the
culpable and the non-culpable can be flexibly moved in order to justify prejudice; this is particularly salient at
a time when governments justify welfare austerity by recasting stigma as deviance (Scambler, 2009).
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The acoustic characteristics of vowels in speech following intra-oral cancer surgery
Jac Mantle, University of York
This study examined the acoustic characteristics of vowels produced by speakers following surgery to treat
intra-oral cancer. When characterising vowel production among this speaker group, the literature (e.g. [1], [5])
has commonly used the same spectrum features as are used to characterise vowels in normative speech – the
first (F1) and second (F2) formant frequencies and vowel space area as enclosed by the four ‘corner’ vowels.
This study hypothesized that due to changes in the vocal tract morphology and thus, the acoustic output, other
spectrum features which are ordinarily unimportant for characterising vowels may be significant for this
speaker group.
Formant bandwidths have been shown to correlate with changes to the vocal tract morphology [3]. Because
bandwidths are determined by the acoustic losses in the vocal tract [4], the volumes of which are changed by
the oral perturbation, this study hypothesized that bandwidths would play a role in determining the shape of
the spectrum. As well as confirming the reduced F2 range reported by previous studies (e.g. [1], [2], [5]),
bandwidth was found to be a significant feature for characterising vowels. Formant bandwidths in vowels
produced by a speaker who had undergone a partial glossectomy of the left border of the posterior tongue
were wider than those in vowels produced by the age, gender and accent- matched control. Wider bandwidths
corresponded with decreased intelligibility as judged by listeners with no previous exposure to postglossectomy speech. Building on the acoustic characterisation of vowels in post-glossectomy speech could
contribute to understanding how vowels are affected, and has implications for therapeutic interventions
following surgery.
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The discursive construction of fear by the victims of the Chilean Military Regime
Elizabeth Torrico-Avila, University of Southampton
This presentation aims at analysing the discourses employed by the victims of the National Intelligence
Directorate (henceforth DINA) and National Information Centre (henceforth CNI) and observing the
discursive strategies used by them to talk about fear, the DINA and CNI agents, and the concentration camps
in which they were tortured. I will observe how fear is expressed by the victims focusing on the text they
employ to describe the horror they experienced within those camps.
I have collected the data from the commemoration of the 40 years of the Military Regime carried out by the
Chilean TV programme called ‘Mentiras Verdaderas’. They broadcasted nine documentaries regarding the
remembrance. The aims of the programme were to reconstruct the story, to bring light to the horror suffered
by the victims of the Chilean secret police, i.e. DINA and CNI, to make their voices heard and their experiences
known. Thus, by exposing those stories on national TV, victims hope Chileans face their past, learn from their
historical mistakes and never repeat them again. I have used a critical perspective to discourse analysis, i.e.
CDA, to uncover the linguistic realisation of fear, actors and places involved in the events. In order to do so, I
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draw on van Leeuwen (1996) and van Leeuwen and Wodak (1999) to reconstruct fear as an actor, as actions
and as circumstance. I thus rely on Halliday’s (1995) systemic functional linguistics to elaborate on the relevant
metafunctions. The preliminary analysis of the data has revealed some interesting patterns employed by the
victims to talk about the terror they felt when they were imprisoned in the concentration camps. For instance,
the use of metaphors to describe fear as an actor; the action associated with fear is sexual violence and denial;
the circumstances in which such events took place are compared with hell and purgatory.
Finally, I construct knowledge regarding the discourses of the victims of the military regime by drawing on
previous work on the field (Oteiza, 2010; Oteiza and Pinuer, 2010; Angelcos-Gutierrez, 2014). The findings of
this research will contribute to the understanding of Chilean contemporary history as well as its historical
memory.
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